
Traffic Safety Facts – Seat Belt Use
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration publishes an 
annual report based on data from the Fatality Analysis Reporting 
System (FARS) and the National Automotive Sampling System 
General Estimates Systems (NASS GES). The September 2008 
report provided statistics on both seat belt use and the the mortality 
rate for accidents in which seat belts were worn.

As the chart below reveals, seat belt use was 82% during 2007. 
The percentage of unrestrained fatalities was 45%. This tells us 
that the 18% of people not using seat belts sustained 45% of the 
fatal injuries. Drivers not using seat belts tend to understand the 
benefits of seat belts and laws requiring their use. However, these 
drivers choose not to use them. Educating drivers on the benefits of 
seat belts should be part of your fleet safety program. Regardless, 
education alone is not likely to change behavior. Companies should 
have seat belt policies that require drivers to use seat belts. These 
policies should be monitored and actively enforced. 

Fleet Safety Programs Tips – Driver Selection
Fleet safety programs should have many elements in order to 
be effective. These range from selecting who can drive company 
vehicles to clarifying what happens after a crash. One of the most 
important elements is establishing and following driver selection 
or driver hiring criteria. The selection should include what type of 
vehicle the employee is qualified to operate and be documented 
so that managers can quickly determine if a specific employee is 
allowed to operate motor vehicles for company business. 

Strong fleet safety programs will use a list that shows which 
employees are allowed to drive specific types of vehicles, including 
personal vehicles used for company business. These lists should 
be made available to managers and kept current as driving records 
are reviewed and situations change that impact a driver meeting 
the criteria to operate motor vehicles for company business. Drivers 
who do not meet the criteria to operate motor vehicles or have not 
received the fleet safety program and safe driving training should 
be prohibited from operating motor vehicles for company business. 
Managers should not assign an employee to tasks requiring 
operation of motor vehicles if the employee is not on the list of 
approved drivers for that type of vehicle. 

If your company does not have a list of approved drivers, one 
should be established. Managers should be assigned the 
responsibility of complying with the policy that only those drivers 
on the list of approved drivers may operate a type of specific motor 
vehicle. This should be verified prior to assigning tasks that require 
the operation of that type of motor vehicle.

The principles contained in the material are general in scope and, to the best of our knowledge, current at the time of publication.  
Liberty Mutual specifically disclaims all liability for damages or personal injury alleged to arise from reliance on the information contained in this document.
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Safe Driving Tips – Rear-End collisions
One of the most common crash types is hit other in rear. This 
type of crash can have many causes, but it is frequently caused 
by drivers not maintaining adequate space between their vehicle 
and other vehicles. Drivers must take into account the time it 
takes to perceive a situation, the time it takes to react and the 
stopping distance for the vehicle. Distractions, weather and 
things like driving while fatigued or impaired can contribute 
to rear-end crashes. To avoid them, maintaining adequate 
following distance is essential. 

For drivers to meet your expectation or comply with your 
following distance policy, they must understand recommended 
following distance, how situations such as bad weather can 
increase the recommended following distance and how to 
measure following distance. 

What is the recommended following distance?
Following distance should be based on a vehicle’s length. There 
should be one second of following distance for every 10 feet of 
vehicle length, but use a minimum of 4 seconds for passenger 
vehicles. Vehicles longer than 40 feet should use a minimum of  
6 to 8 seconds and 1 additional second for each 10 feet of length 
more than 40 feet.

When is more following distance needed?
When weather or other situations make roads slick or limit visibility, 
drivers should double or triple their following distance. Drivers 
should also know when to get off the roads if conditions become  
too hazardous. 

How is following distance measured? 
Drivers should use the timed interval rule to measure their following 
distance. The easiest way to do this is to watch when the vehicle 
in front of them passes a fixed point such as a mile marker or 
stationary object. Counting the number of seconds until their 
vehicle passes the same object or point will tell them their following 
distance. Following distance can then be adjusted to meet the 
recommended following distance.


